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September 19, 1994

U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
ATTN: Document Control Desk
Washington, DC 20555
Gentlemen:
In the Matter of the Application of
Tennessee Valley Authority

Docket Nos. 50-390
50-391

HEPLY-TO ACKNOWLEDGEMENT OF TVA RESPONSE TO NOTICE OF VIOLATION AND
PROPOSED IMPOSITION OF CIVIL PENALTY (ZA 93-003)
This letter is to provide additional information as requested by the
subject acknowledgement dated July 21, 1994. Enclosure 1 contains the
completion dates for those actions referred to as initiatives at the
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant site including the awareness training program
for supervisory personnel, the improvements to the Watts Bar Concerns
Resolution Program, and the enhanced communications plan at Watts Bar.
Enclosure 2 contains the verification and status of actions on the
recommendations of the Cobean report. Enclosure 3 contains the audits
and results of recent surveys regarding the Employee Concerns Program.
Enclosure 4 addresses the contents and status of the developmental
program instituted for a Watts Bar quality control section supervisor
and the effectiveness of our corrective actions.
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If you have any questions or would like to discuss theme matters
further, please contact me at (615) 751-4776.
Sincerely,

Mr0.Medford

Znclosures
cc (Inclosures):
Mr. Stewart D. Zbneter, Regional Administrator
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Comission
Region 11
101 Marietta Street, NW, Suite 2900
Atlanta, Georgia 30323
Mr. Peter S. Tam, Project Manager
U.S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
One White Flint North
11555 Rockville Pike
Rockville, Maryland 20852
NRC Resident Inspector
Watts Bar Nuclear Plant
Route 2, Box 700
Spring City, Tennessee 37381

••CLOSURE 1

Provided below are the status and completion dates for the initiatives
being taken at Watts Bar Nuclear Plant (WNU) to further encourage an
environment where workers are comfortable raising safety concerns and
quality issues. An additional initiative to those described in TVA's
February 1, 1994, letter is described in the last paragraph.
InLtiatLve 1:

AL) awaren.sss training plan for supervisory personnel.

The awareness training for TVA and contractor supervisory personnel at
WBN has been developed and given Jointly by the Concerns Resolution
Staff (CRS) and the Human Resources (IR) site organizations. Tha
training explains supervisor and worker responsibilities in reporting
and resolvLng-employee concerns and emphasizes that discrimination
against employees for raasing concerns will not be tolerated. The
training classes started February 14, 1994. Approximately 820
supervisors and managers have received the training to date. Additional
classes to train the remaining supervisors and managers are scheduled to
begin in October 1994, with completLon expected by the end of the month.
Initiative 2t

The WBN site CRS will be strengthened.

The WBN site CRS has been strengthened by the addition of two
specialists. One specialist has a background in electrLcal engineering
and the other has a background in plant operations. The two positions
were filled in March 1994. We believe the addition of those personnel
enhances resolution of concerns during the critical WIN licensing
process. This initiative is complete.
Initiative 3t
WeN.

An enhanced communications plan is being implemented at

The enhanced com-unications plan at WBN began in October 1993 and
includ. scheduled meetings between senior site management and
employees, the regular distribution of newsletters, the prominent
display of posters, and the issuance of site bulletins to address items
of employee interest. This initiative is an ongoing effort to help
facilitate comunLcatLon among all levels of WSN's workforce.
Initiative 41

Implementation of an employee concerns task force.

Since our February 1, 1994, submittal and as part of our oontinuing
efforts to improve resolution of identified concerns, TVA has formed a
WIN Imployee Concerns Task Force. The task force was established to
review and determine strategies for resolving significant employee
concerns. The task forces meets on an "as needed" basis and held its
first meeting on April 7, 1994.

RNCOSURR 2

The following addressos NRC's request that TVA verify the status of its
actions on the recommendations of the Cobean report including: (1) a
statement of TVA's position on each of the recommendations; (2) which
recommendations were adoptedl (3) for those recommendations that w*re
not adopted, the reasons why TVA did not adopt the recomendation; and
(4) the steps taken to implement the recommendations; and (S) the dates
these steps were completed .and, for those recommendations not yet
completed, the expected date of completion.

As you know, TVA's February 1, 1992, reply to Notice of Violation
referred to TVA's continuing efforts to implement the recommendations of
the Cobean team report and the fundamental changes which have resulted
in the way TVA responds to safety and quality issues. At the time they:
were made, TVA accepted each of the recomendations. TVA continues to
believe that the recommendations hold considerable merit and views them
as a useful tool in helping to build a stronger nuclear program, as the
discussions below demonstrate. However, as time passes and TVA's
nuclear program evolves, we continue to assess the merits of the
recommendations and, in some cases, move beyond them. From this
standpoint, it is not always useful to think in terms of what it may
take to aclose out" a particular recommendation, and for some of the
more far-reaching recommendations, it is not possible to do so. These
recommendations and our efforts to implement them stand not as
regulatory commitments, but as a means of maintaining continued
improvement within TVA Nuclear (TVAN.. With this in mind, presented
below is a summary of the key activities which have resulted from each
of the recommendations made in the Cobean report, as well as the statuis
and schedule of those activities where appropriate.
ZmcommendatLons 1 and 2 (Section it
1.

Carefully and quickly review and conclude, if possible, pending
Department of Labor (DOL} cases.

2.

Carefully and quickly review known potential employee concerns,
probles&si and make decisions on proper actions to be taken.

A senior team consisting of senior representatives from Human Resources
(KR), Concerns Resolution Staff (CRS), and the Office of the General
Counsel, as well as the Intimidation and Harassment (M&H) Counselor,
Recommendation 6 (Section I) was formed. The team evaluated and
identified strategies for pending DOL cases as well as known potential
employee concerns problems. The first meeting of the team, now called
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the DOL' Task Force, was held on August 13, 1990. The DOL Task Force
continues to meet on an *as needed* basis and has reviewed pending DOL
cases and brewing situations, and thus has provided a real time
assessment and recommendations for such cases, TVA plans to continue
using the DOL Task Force on an ongoinj basis until it is no longer
needed.
Recommendation 3 (Section I1
Thoroughly train existing and potential managers in the importance of
timely resolution of differing views and employee concerns, in the
methods and techniques for handling them, and in the importance of
requesting expert assistance. Senior Vice President, Nuclear Power
should ensure that his managers utilize expert assistance.

fRtgJa:
TVAN conducted Management Action Response Checklists training at B37,
SQN, and WBN.
This labor relations trainlnng program emphasized
performing management tasks consistently and within the negotiated
agreements. The program encouraged the use of nonthreatening techniques
to correct employee job performance deficiencies. Although the program
provided a general overall management perspective on management duties
and responsibilities, it lacked specific information on negotiated
rights and obligations between TVA and its unions.
TVAN Labor Relations staff subsequently developed a labor relations
training program to provide management with specific training on
contract language and its application in day-to-day activities. This
training module provides a historical perspective of TVA's bargaining
history, philosophy, and mission and stresses that employees have the
right to raise issues through the grievance process or through the other
complaint processes afforded to them. The training also encourages
resolution of issues at the lowest level and establishment of a positive
working relationship between management and the union by stressing two
way communication.
The training has been implemented and will continue
in Fiscal Year (VT) 1995 with an expected completion date of
September 1995.
The TVAN Labor Relations staff is also developing two follow-up modules
on Complaint Handling and Corrective Discipline to be Implemented in PF
95 and will be ongoing. These modules will provide hands-on training to
management through simulated role playing of previous TVA cases. The
training will emphasise 1 shons learned from previous grievances and
arbitration decisions. These modules will increase managers' skill,,
knowledge, and ability to effectively deal with employee issues.
Training of managers and supervisors is on ongoing effort and changes
will be made to the program as needs dictate. Additional information is
aontained in Recamendations 2 and 3 (section III).
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••.joM dation 4 (Sletion. 1
Strengthen the Human Resources organization from top to bottom to
provide proactive, timely support to management including installation
of highly qualified Human Resources managers at each site. Bach should
be given adequate authority.

Strengthening the HR organization is an ongoing activity which can never
be considered to be "complete." TVAN has, however, made considerable
progress. The Nuclear HR (NHR) managers currently in place have
significant human resource experience and are well qualified.
Initially, strong outside candidates were recruited and hired to fill HR
positions. More recently, internal applicants have been utilized for
promotional opportunities throughout the MHR organization. Rotational
assignments are also being used to enhance the experience of HR staff
members.

Rech

mendation S ISection It

Institute a succession plan for ICP managers at each site. Select
highly capable technical personnel and rotate managers at Watts Bar and
Browns Ferry.

The rotation plan concept was put in place to minimize CR8 burnout, to
attract qualified personnel, and thereby help ensure that employee
concerns are handled properly and in a timely manner. The initial
rotation plan was completed August 17, 1990, and the first rotation
occurred by the end of October 1990. The rotation plan concept for CMX
is continuing, and since the initiation of the plan, 1S people have
rotated out of the program and nine have rotated in.
The position descriptions for CR8 site representatives and specialists
contain statements similar to the following:
This position is part of the Nuclear Power Bmployee Concern
rotational Program. Incumbent vwI1 retain their current pay group
and salary for the duration of this assignment period. Incumbent
will be placed into a Nuclear Power position of at least a
comparable pay group outside of the employse Concern Program upon
the completion of the assignment provided performance is at a
satisfactory level or higher.

-*:•4..
This language provides personnel assurance of continued job growth. The
burnout factor has not been as high as originally expected because the
concerns have been more of a technical rather than administrative
nature, resulting in a less confrontational atmosphere. Therefore,
rotations have not been as rapid as was expected during the development
of the rotation plan. This will be an ongoing part of the CRS program.
The target for CRS employees' time in the program is two years. The
program is flexible and considers CRS employee needs and requests as
well as overall program needs. Several CR3 employees have requested not
to be part of the rotation plan and several others have requested
extensions until key program milestones are completed.
In some cases,
CRS employees have remained in the program past the two-year target
until a suitable and acceptable position outside the program becomes
available. of the 17 employees currently in the CRi program, six
employees have been in the program less than two years, four employees
have been in the program from two to four years, and seven have been in
the program greater than four years.
Recommendation 6 fSection It
Install an experienced IBM "counselor- reporting directly to the Senior
Vice President, Nuclear Power.

An individual was hired in early 1990 to serve in this capacity and this
individual is

serving in this capacity today.

lRecaomindation 7 1Section

I}

Modify the organisation of Nuclear Power so that the Manager, 3CP*
reports directly to the Senior Vice President, Nuclear Power.

TVA adopted this recommendation in July 1990.
Subsequent organizational
changes have resulted in the Manager of CR5 reporting to the Vice
President of Engineering and Technical Services with direct access at
any time to the President of TM. The Manager of CAS also has frequent
ccImnicotion with and direct access to the Office of the Inspector
General (OG)0,
the General Manager of NUM, and the IGH Counselor.

Itcoiendation 8 (Section !t

Implement a comsunications plan to inform a11 employees about differing
views/employee concerns, investigated findings, and management's

corrective actions to include (and perhaps emphasize) items handled by
line management.

TVA maintains a comounications effort to bring the CR5 program and the
importance of identifying and resolving concerns to the attention of
employees.
Ilements of the program include TVRN and site dispatches,
bulletins, general employee training, posters, and senior managemen.
letters to emiloyees.
To the extent that the recoemendation suggests that specific
issues/concerns and their resolution be emphasised as part of a
cou•unications plan, TVAN has seriously considered and has attempted to
devise and implement a workable plan to do so. However, concerns about
employee confidentiality on the one hand, and our emphasis on getting
matters resolved quickly, at the lowest level of line management
possible on the other, make implementatinn of this aspect of the
recoemendation impractical. TVA considers that the best approach is to
stress line management's responsibility for resolving concerns as soon
as possible, and implement ar,7 corrective actions promptly in the normal
course of business.
Recomaendation 9 lSection It
Decrease the average time for handling employee concerns by RCF to 45
days for fiscal year 1990 and achieve even faster handling times in the
future.

TVA Implemented goals for F? 1991 to decrease the length of time to
close employee concerns.
The process for resolving concerns was
revised to establish the goals that the CRS process starts within five
days of receipt and that the majority of concerns be resolved within 45
days.
However, the Cl program recognise that concerns which raise
complex Lis es or that address low priority activities/projects may
require longer than 45 days.
-..tin---- 1
1.

a2

ention INJ

Nuclear Power should tinaliae the plans far each site and predict
TVA staffing for the next five years for eah site and publish that
predi- ion showing outside contractors, as well as TVA populations
on a histogram. Adjust this published prediction to keep it up to
date &a the future %
Oes
the present.
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2:

After Nuclear Power has finalized its plane-for each site, these
projected staffing plane should be announced to employees.

TVA initially completed the actions for the"e recommendations on
August 29, 1990. In an effort to enhance cammunLcatJons on workforce
stability, TVAN began developing a detailed workforce plan in January
1992. The workforce plan has been incorporated into TVA's business
planning process. The key feature.s and basis for the workforce plans
ares
Continued high level of attention to critical nuclear safety and
plant reliability functions.
The use of benchmarks from the beat nuclear utilities to ensure
TVAN improves its competitive position.
The coe iitaent to perform long-term TVA work with TVA people where
practical and to minimize use of contractors, particularly staff
augmentatLon.
Use of attrition (retirements, early-out incentive programs,
resignations, etc.), internal selections and retraining to minimize
adverse effects on employees.
The workforce plans cover two fiscal years and will be updated annually
as part of the business planning process. The plan and its impact will
be communicated to employees as follows:
amployees in at-risk positions have been identified and notified by
their supervisor.
Onsite meetings have been conducted to ensure employees un0erstand
the full impact of the long-term staffing needs of TVAN.ýh
Inclusion of the workforce plan in the business plan allows for
periodic reviews of the plan by senior management aid for
adjustment and communication as necessary.

-7Rdcomendatton 3 i ectior. III
Board of Directors should issue a strong declaration of dedication to
complete all nuclear power plants.

Resonse:
The TVA Board issued a notice on August 15, 1990, that it was TVA's
intention to complete the planned nuclear units. However, subsequent
developments including the Lnitiation of the Integrated Resource Plan
(IRP) process have made it impractical to maintain such a declaration.
TVA employees have been informed of the IRP process and its potential
effects. While TVA cannot continue to make the strong declaration
recommended by Mr. Cobean, we are continuing to ensure that- employeee
know the direction TVA is head•ng.
Recommendation 4 ISection i.),
Install a site director at Watts Bar as soon as possible. He/she should
be people-oriented, *hero" type of leader. This will provide a constant
owner of the Watts Bar effort and will "elease the Vice President, Now
Projects, to pay attention to Bellefonte as well as Watts Bar.

Rsonse
TVA appointed a WON Vice President (VP) on September 10, 1990.
Recomeendation 1 (Section 1111
Management/supervisor training program to improve managerial skills.

TVA instituted a Professional Manager Development Program (PNDP) in
October 1990 in order to improve managerial skills. This program
consisted of the following courses:
2xcellence Through 330
front line Leadership
Leadership for 9xcellence
Performance Management
Policies and Procedures
Situational Leadership/TeambuLlding

THe training program now provides for course@ in Supervisory Skills;
Coaching, and Feedback; Labor Relations; and Diversity Awareness.
TVAN is continuing to review the effectiveness of supervisory traLnLng
programs as they relate to key business indicators, such as the number
of 3ZO and DOL complaints, and their effectiveness in the management
development process. Training will be an ongoing effort and will be
revised as necessary.
•dtcgNBrdation 2 (Section 1111
Emphasis to improve line communication up and down.

This recomiendatLon was incorporated into a communications plan in
August 1990. This comumnications plan represents a continuing effort in
which TVAN emphasizes the following:
Extensive use and distribution of bulletins informing employees of
significant events and changes occurring in TVAN.
Regular management and employee meetings LncludLng meetings with
upper management.
TVAN staff meetings conduct".d at the sites including a site
employee.
Publication of TVAZl Generatino Success newsletter to keep employees
informed of TVA initiatives, programs, successes, and future plans.
Articles in Inajda.TVA about TVAN programs and successes.
TVAN plans to continue to focus on providing employees with information
on new or charging programs.
Recomýndatio.: 3 fSection 1111
EstablishLng a system in all areas for team-oriented participatory
management.

Cascading team meetings began in 1992, are being utilized at all sates
as a means cf promoting effective two-way conmunicatLons between
management atnd employees, and involve management at all levels. TWAN's
business planning process has coimtted resources to the continued
support of - cohesive program of teambuildLnq activitLes.

.

_--ation

4-ISection lilt

Schedule to Lmplemnnt team training.

Two weks of itensive tam training programe involving selected
managers and sxordinuate began in 1"2 and is included in 1Y 199S
training plans. Control Moom Team Development training to strengthen
team performance ha been cosducted at all sites. Interdiscipline and
cross-functional tems have been used at the sites to enhance
ole
solving and improve work processes. All sites are conducting sit*
management meetings that incorporate team concepts and two-may
'M
nLcations for all levels of management and employees.
This
recomi-ndation is considered complete but will be utilized when
situations warrant this strategy.
R--omendation-S ISection 1111
A plan of celebrating positive events.

Responses
TVAN has made a special effort to celebrate positive events at each of
the plant sites. Special events have been held to rscogniLe significant
milestones and performance achievaments.
mployees have also been
involved in planning the events.
Sonus programs, picnics, lunches, and
barbtcue dinners have been used to recognize employee contribetions."
Dmacrnedat ion 1

ISeet

ion XIl

setablish a management/supervisor training program sLmilar to that gives
at Duke Power that prepares an employee to perform the management and
supervisory functions req"ired in the supervisory and management
positions in TVA s Nuclear Power or*Vnization.

See Recoemendation I (Section I11).
.D

---d-at|O
i

2 ISect ion ZVI

Prepare an enhanced screening process in the selection of manager awd
oupervies•:
to improve the likelihood of success of the development @f
good and eff.ctLv• leaders and supervisors.
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The initial program development was cmpleted in October 19O0.
screening process includes:

The

Developmeat of selection criteria

Improved screening
Structured selection interviewing

lormaLiwed use of a contraitor to perform assessmento of cAM'dates
for senior management positions
Posting of vacancies

Since the initial development. the screening process for manaemeat"
SelectLons has been further enhanced as an ongoing effort.
ana
t selection boards have been established for filling managemen
positions. A selection committee is established to interview the
qualifidd candidates and make a recommendation to the solectL g
supervisor. Prior to coavening of the selection board, the selecting
supervisor provides selection criteria to the board.
bte criteria
typically focus more on mannpgement abilities and personal traits thanwon
technical knowledge. The selection board is typLcally composed of 4we
supervisor, his/her peers, and other department managers. TJese memers
are usually from other sites or from the corporate staff. The board
conduts the actual interviews and recomeends a selection. This process
results in individuals being selected wmo complement the existing team
and-whbo exhibit the right management style to promote excellence in
performance and tearnork.
In conjunction with the management selection board, a contractor
continues to be used to perform assessments of individual candidates for
senior man
positions. This assesment primarily focus*s on the
individual'e spersonal c€aracteristLcs as they relate to leadership,
teemeork, and ability to compiament the rest of the-e:stieng team.
B--MUMn-AtLon 3 mection tVi

Provide management/superviso training to existing managers-and
supervisors, as well as selected, and screened, new managers and
supervisors. For upper-level managere, provide the course of shorter
dfration tailored to the perceived individual needs.

...
•-11

PMP supervisor/munagement development began at M
October 190,
followed by implementation lit each of TVA's remaining *its.'
The
Managemient Skills Proftle was used to screen supervisor/n
participants and to-identLfy needs and areas for improvement.
iLd-level
manager development began October 1990 with an "nIcghts
course pilot.
TVW executive leadership received "tecuttLve Series- training beginning
in October 1990 and participated in key PIDP courses. Any training for
TVAN executive leadership is focused aiond a set of management
c etecies utilized to evaluae managers" performance. The
competencies are reinforced through hands on use in evaluating
perforr~nce as well as through training courses that faciltate and
enhance managers, skills in these areas.
See Recommendation 1
(Section I11)
for a further description of actLvLtLes.
RecommendatLon 4 (

.Section
ZVI

lnstitute a continuing college recruitment and training program that
develops neow TVA talent in a protected (from bumping rights) atmojphere.
::Ase taLniLng billets and budgets for them, should be in addition to
-the regular positions and budgets.

YVAN successfully implemented an engineering co-op developwent program
in F7 1992 that is ongoing. An Engineering Developmant Program was also
developed and implemenbd in FT 1992 and is ongoing.

Dincmnation 1 Isection V)
Top NAM
t should ensure that enunciated policies are supported by
mplementation plans and budget dollars, where lippropriate. Adherence
to such policies should be monitored and controlled.

Such policies are and have beee. in place. The TVA business planning
process evaluates the f inancial needs of and coemit@ adequate resources
to the WAN nuclear plants, The TVA-budget supports the board's
strategic goals for WVAN.
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Recommendation 2 ISection V
Future RIFs, if required, should be carefully planned and implemented in
such a manner that employees are treated with dignity and given
individual assistance offsLte in finding other positions.

See Recomemndations 1 and 2 (section In).

3o

a-m 3 ISection V)

Procedures for documentation of personnel problems and accomplishments
should be made clearer and more concise.
Training on documentation
should be given to all managers.
Controls should be Lmplamented to
ensure that documentation is done well and in a timely manner.

Ptesonse:
Beginning in October 1990 and on a continuing basis, supervisory
training includes methods for handling personnel problems.
Management and the Salary Policy Panel Jointly agr
upon an appraisal
rocess for employees in 1994. Thi: process was conveyed to employes
by a joint team made up of maragement and the unions.
Management also
has been trained to effectively conduct this appraisal process.
Rmployees began being evaluated under the appraisal process in January
-of 1994. Management not only rates specific accomplishments, but also
evaluates specific behaviors. The appraisal also includes an Individual
Development Plan (1OP) which outlines mutually agreed upor.goals that
the employee mest accomplish to further thear career objectives.
In May 1994, management also developed and implemented a specific
training program for managers who superviselevaluate trades and labor
employees.
This training provides managers with the methodology for
appropriately evaluating employees' duties.
The training specifically
emphasizes actions tO take when employees receive a less than fully
adequate rating and what steps are available to improve the employee's
pertoemance or removal from the position.
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THe Management Appraisal process was reviLd in February 1993 and-is
tied specifically to the overall goals and objectives of the
organization.
Mana§ers are informed of their goals at the beginning of
the fiscal year and apprai&jd on a quarterly basis. Any performance
deficiencies are identified during the quarterly reviews with specific
areas of improvesent identified. Managers are also evaluated on their
behaviors and are required to develop an IDP for career develotment.
Recomendation 4 (Section V)
A program should be implemented to ensure that position descriptions are
written for the position rather than for the individual.

Nuclear Power Standard 1.4, Qualification of Personnel, which identifies
ANSI qualification requirements, was implemented in March 1991 and is
revieed piriodLcally for necessary revisions. A posLtion description
is developed or revised to reflect accurate/current position
accountabllt-ies and minimum qualifications when (1) a new position is
identified; (2) a vacant position is being posted/filled; or (3) a
position's work scope has significantly changed.

ENCLOSURE 3

In-response to NRC's request for any audits TVA performed of the
employee concerns program, enclosed are copies of Nucle'fr Assurance and
LLcensLng-Audits SSA94005, !FA93401, SQA93401, and S8A94407 of TVA's
Corrective Action Programs conducted since the last Nuclear Regulatory
Comission (NRC) inspections of the program.
With regard to NRC.s request for any more recent surveys conducted
related to the Employee Concerns Program, enclosed is the most recent
OG inspection report of the CRS Program (94-5331). This report was the
subject of an NRC briefing by the TVA 010 on September 7, 1994. Copies
of audits and surveys reviewed by the NRC during pri or inspections of
CRS are not enclosed.

~4.,
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November 22, -1993

R. A. Fenech, 6PS-4A-SQN
SEQUOYA

NUCLEAR PLANT - NUCLEAR ASSURANCE

-

CORRCTIVE ACTION/CORRECTION OF

DEFICIENCIES. AUDIT SQA93401

Attached is the Corrective Action/Correction of Deficiencies audit report.

-The audit findings are being addressed in the Corrective Acticn Program. The
indicated responsible organizations should respond to the recommendations by
December 6, 1993.

Site Quality Manager
SB iC-SON
SLP:REA:RWJ:JI

Attat6ue.t
cc (Attachmeut):
**D. R. Armentrout, LP 4A-C
R. R. Baron, LP 4A-C
J. S. Baumstark, POB 2B-SQN
M. J. Burzynski, DSC-IA-SQN
J. D. Christensen, TSB IE-WBN
T..D. Cosby, BR lB-C

*R. M. Eytchison, LP 35-C
M. J. Fecht, TSB IS-WBN

T. A. Flippo, OPS 4A-SQN
C. B. Kent, POB 2C-SQN
*D. R. Keuter, LP 3B-C
*0. D. Kingsley, LP 6A-C
T. J. McGrath, LP 3B-C
*M. 0. Medford, LP 3B-C
R. L. Newby, OPS 2C-SQN

R. 0. Newsom, PSB 2B-SQN

*D. S.
G. D.
K. P.
W. A.
B. S.
J. R.

R. H.
M. D.

T. D.
*J. D.
J. N.

**Audit
**RIMS,

* Receives executive summary only.
* Receives complete report with attachments.

PL245123/193

Nunn, LP 3B-C
Pierce, OS IB-BLN
Powers, POB 2B-SQN
Pruett, PSB 2B-SQN
Schofield,'i.P SB-C
Setliffe, SB IB-SQN
Shell, OPS 4C-SON
Shepherd, STC 2H-BQN
Shriver, PSB IK-BFN
Robertson, SB 2B-SQN
Ward, OP 4H-Sg
Working File
CST 13B-C

EXECUTIVE SUMMA.Y
AUDIT SQA93401
SEQUOYAE NUCLEAR PLANT
CORRECTIVE ACTION/CORRECTION OF DEFICIENCIES
The audit team concluded that the Corrective Action Program meets regulatory
and TVA requirements. Corrective Action Program performance has improved as a
result of enhanced and implemented managey.ent expectations including a site
program revision in August 1993. Improvement has been made in conducting
extent of condition analyses and in balance of plant activities. However,
implementation weaknesses still exist as indicated by the following findings.
*

Trending of corrective actions does not meet all requirements of governing
procedures.
Trending data contained in weekly reports is not analyzed to determine
if adverse trends exist.
Nuclear Engineering did not issue trend reports for the thizd and fourth
quarters of FY 1993.

*

Corrective actions associated vit%.open Sequoyah corrective action tracking
documents (CATDs) are not timely. They have been extended to an average
age of seven yaars.
The site Corrective Action Program procedure contains inconsistent Problem
Evaluation Report (PER) closure guidance.
Administrative requirements governing completion of signature and date
blanks, and event and discovery date and time blanks for PER/Incident
Investigation (II) forms were not followed. This is similar to conditions
found in the previous audit.

The audit scope included PERV/IIs issued/closed since the revised Sequoyah
Corrective Action Program went into effect on August 16, 1993; the specific
corrective actions to 11593035; and all Sequoyah administrative control
programs.
The audit was scheduled in accordance with Technical Specifications.

PL245123/6/1

AUDIT FINDINGS
Audit Finding 1

Trending of corrective actions does not meet all
requirements of governing procedures.
" The Site Quality organization did not analyze trend
information contained in the "Weekly Corrective Action
Status Reports" issued between July 13 to September 29,
1993. (SQ930674PER, R. F. Driscoll, Site Quality Manager)
" Nuclear Engineering did not issue trend reports for the
third and fourth quarters of 1! 1993. (SQ930671P1R,
N. J. Burzynski, Site Engineering Manager)

Audit Finding 2

Corrective action/commitment completion has not been timely
for corrective action tracking documents (CATDs). The
average age of the thirteen remaining open CATDs is seven
years. (sQ930672PER, R. L. Newby, Concerns Resolution Site
Representative)

Audit Finding 3

SSP-3.4, Revision 8, provides inconsistent guidance
concerning the closure of PERs. Page 15 of 49, item

3.3.8.A, states "The initiator's supervisor ... shall close
a PER that is invalid or that has the same adverse condition
documented on an existing SCAR, PER, or other ACP -..
The PER/II closure criteria, page 44 of 49, states "PERs/lIs
involving hardware corrective acuion may be closed when the
field work is complete." (SQ930698PER Ri, R. G. Nevwom, Site
MA Technical Support Manager)
Audit Finding 4

The administrative requirements of SSP-3.4, "Corrective
Action," R8, and SSP-2.9, "Records Management," R3,
governing signatures and dates, and event and discovery
dates and times are not being followed in the
initiation/completion of PERs/IIs. (SQ930673PER,
R. F. Driscoll, Site Quality Manager)

Audit COTS 1

SQ930420PER was submitted for closure and was being
processed although the Management Review Committee required
a root cause analysis which wva not performed. After
discussion with the Corrective Action Coordinator end
Nuclear Assurance Technical Support, an action item to
complete the analysis was entered into TROI and the PM vas
returned to the responsible organization.
(W. A. Pruett, Corrective Action Coordinator)

Audit COTS 2

Nine of 38 Safeguards Event Reports (SGERs) reviewed were
statused as closed, but the packages were incomplete or the

form were not filled out completely. After discussion with
Site Security, the SCERs were corrected. (J. R. Setliffe,
Site Sec trity Manager)
Audit COTS 3

Some closed RARe did not contain the required responsible
organization corrective action verification signature.
After discussion with the RadCon and Chemistry Manager, the
missing signatures were obtained. (C. 1. Kent, RadCon and

Chemistry Manager)
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Recommendation 1 During the verification of corrective actions for
11-S-93-035, it vas not clear what Site Nuclear Assurance
(NA) is doing in trending to ensure quality and
effectiveness are evaluated (Corrective Action D) nor how
the performance indicators developed can be used to
continually monitor the effectiveness of corrective actions
(Corrective Action G).. Site 1A should develop and implement
quality and effectiveness performance indicators. Further,
improved trending of corrected-on-the-spot (COTS) items,
recommendations, observations, and management issues needs
to be developed to improve the effectiveness of the trend
program. (R. G. Newsom, Site HA Technical Support Manager)
Recommendation 2 The corrective action plan for SQPER930310 only required the
initiation of a work request (WR), the request of a
procedure change, and the request of a design change notice
(DCN). These actions can be completed without the
correction of the deficiency itself. The Management Review
Committee should review and approve PER corrective action
plans for a period of time to help provide consistency with
corrective action plans. (K. P. Powers# Plant Manager)
Recommendation 3 Site HA should provide examples of good corrective action
plans to site organizations for their use in establishing
mauagement expectations for corrective action plans. (R. G.
Newsom, Site NA Technical Support Manager)
Recommendation 4 A review of the Weekly Corrective Action Status Reports
revealed that the number of late corrective action documents
increased by a magnitude of 10 between August 17 and
September 29, 1993. This was not considered an adverse
trend. Action was taken October 13, 1993# when the Site
Quality Manager issued a memorandum to the Site Vice
President escalating 24 late corrective action documents for
resolution. A clearer definition of an adverse trend may
have resulted in quicker resolution of this issue. Site NA
should develop a better definition of what constitutes an
adverse trend. (I. G. Newsoem Site NA Technical Support

Manager)
Recommendation 5
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RadCon tread reports for August and September reported
negative trends and need for increased management attention
in the area of procedural compliance/worker performance.
The RadCon and Chemistry Manager stated analysis of the data
indicated that these were not adverse trends. The analysis
was briefly documented in the reports but no criteria exists
on which to bass this analysis. RadCon should develop
objective criteria to use to identify adverse trends of
RARs. (C. 1. Kento RadCon and Chemistry Manager)

